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Quantum transport in three-dimensional metalattices of platinum featuring an unprecedentedly
large surface area to volume ratio
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Three-dimensional (3D) electronic nanomaterials are less explored than their counterparts in the lower
dimensions because of the limited techniques for the preparation of high-quality materials. Here we report
characterization of and quantum transport measurement on 3D metalattices of Pt grown in the voids of
self-assembled templates of silica nanospheres by confined chemical fluid deposition. These Pt metalattices
featuring an unprecedentedly large surface area to volume ratio were found to show positive magnetoresistance
(MR) at low temperatures, changing from positive to negative in low magnetic fields within a narrow temperature
window as the temperature was raised. The low-field MR was attributed to the effect of quantum interference
of electronic waves in the diffusive regime in three dimensions, processes known as weak localization and
antilocalization. We argue that the presence of the large surface area to volume ratio results in such a strong
enhancement in the electron-phonon scatterings that a change in the sign in the MR is enabled.
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Three-dimensional (3D) electronic nanomaterials, which
are in general more difficult to prepare than their lower-
dimensional counterparts because certain nanofabrication
tools such as electron-beam lithography are not applicable,
have attracted a great deal of interest in recent years origi-
nating from both scientific and technological considerations.
Three-dimensional nanomaterials of Pt, which have hardly
been studied, are expected to possess a fascinating combina-
tion of material properties including, for example, very strong
spin-orbital coupling, incipient ferromagnetism, and a large
electron-phonon interaction [1–5]. Its large atomic number,
Z, of 78, makes its spin-orbital coupling large, which has an
effect even on its effectiveness as a catalyst [6]. The material
itself is also a popular choice for spintronics applications
[1,2]. Among all nonmagnetic elemental metals, Pt features
one of the largest exchange-enhanced Pauli susceptibilities
with a Stoner enhancement factor of 3.9 [3], which makes it
nearly ferromagnetic. Its electron-phonon coupling constant,
λ, is also very large, featuring a value of 0.66 estimated
from resistivity and 0.31 from specific-heat data [4]. Even
though such a large λ value should favor superconductivity,
measurements down to an electronic temperature of 1.5 µK,
the lowest temperature achieved in solids thus far, uncovered
no indication of superconductivity [5]. It is suggested that the
strong ferromagnetic fluctuation inhibits superconductivity
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even though it is not strong enough to trigger a ferromagnetic
instability.

The surface of Pt was found to strongly modify its prop-
erties. Nanoclusters or nanowires of Pt possess extraordinary
magnetic polarization, leading, for example, to spontaneous
spin-polarized transport in Pt nanowires [3]. Nanomaterials
of Pt also exhibit enhanced chemical activity for oxygen re-
duction [6]. Most interestingly, superconductivity is observed
in compacted Pt powder with an average grain size in the
micron range [7] and a transition temperature of Tc ≈ 1.5 mK.
When the grain size is decreased to the submicron range, its
Tc increases by an order of magnitude [8]. It was suggested
theoretically that these changes in the electronic and magnetic
properties of Pt can be attributed to scatterings at the surface
[9]. The static spin susceptibility of an individual Pt grain was
found to be strongly reduced by spin-orbital scattering in the
presence of surfaces. As the linear dimension of the grain falls
below 10 nm, the Rashba effect becomes significant [9]. The
reduction of the spin susceptibility disfavors ferromagnetic
instability, making superconducting instability preferred over
ferromagnetism. On the other hand, spin-orbital scattering
time was shown to be proportional to the elastic-scattering
time [10], suggesting that the presence of the surface tends
to enhance spin-orbital coupling. In addition, lattice softening
at the surface is expected to lead to enhanced electron-phonon
coupling, in particular, when the surface area to volume ratio
becomes sufficiently large [11].
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These surface induced effects can be explored experimen-
tally by quantum transport measurements—magneto electri-
cal transport measurements exploring the quantum correction
to the sample conductance from the quantum interference of
the electronic waves. In a weakly disordered metal, quantum
interference of electronic waves over a pair of time-reversal
paths leads to coherent backscattering of charge carriers
[12–14]. The probability for an electron to return to the origin
in such a process is twice as great as in classical diffusion,
leading to a negative rather than positive quantum correction
to the sample conductance. Strong spin-orbital coupling will
bring an additional phase of π for the same interference,
resulting in a return probability half of that in classical diffu-
sion. The former is known as weak localization (WL) while
the latter is called weak antilocalization (WAL) [1,2]. The
magnetoresistance (MR) was shown to depend sensitively on
spin-orbital coupling, electron-phonon interactions, and mag-
netic fluctuations, making quantum transport measurement an
effective probe of the electronic and magnetic properties of a
weakly disordered metal.

Mesoporous Pt has been synthesized and characterized by
microscopy studies [15–18], but the materials are not suitable
for transport measurements. The synthesis of metalattices
by infiltrating the voids of a close-packed silica nanosphere
template (Fig. S1 in Supplemental Material (SM) [19]) by
high-pressure confined chemical fluid deposition was recently
reported [20]. These metalattices can be thought to possess
“meta-atoms,” the tetrahedral and octahedral voids in the
template, and “metabonds,” the thin channels connecting the
tetrahedral and octahedral voids [21,22]. In comparison with
face-centered cubic (fcc) close-packed arrays of nanospheres
featuring a surface area to volume ratio of s = 6/d, where d
is the diameter of the nanosphere, a metalattice featuring an
inverse fcc structure has an unprecedentedly high s value of
17.2/d .

To prepare Pt metalattices, we adapted a metallization
chemistry involving (1,5-cyclooctadiene)dimethyl platinum
(II) as a Pt precursor predissolved in supercritical CO2 with
a mixture of 20% H2 in He as a reducing agent [6]. The
temperature for both the precursor dissolution and the depo-
sition reaction was 70 °C. Spatial confinement was used to
increase the tendency for heterogenous surface nucleation and
the growth relative to homogenous nucleation [20]. Spatial
confinement on top of the template was found to be critical
to the suppression of homogenous reaction and the formation
of a (blocking) metal coating on top of the template. Under
all three confinement conditions (Fig. S3 in SM), Pt was well
infiltrated into the interstitial voids, forming well-connected
metalattices. We successfully synthesized Pt metalattices us-
ing templates of silica nanospheres with diameters ranging
from 30 to 125 nm. The lateral size of the metalattice film
is limited only by the size of the reactor, which is on the
millimeter scale. A Pt overlayer codeposited on top of the
metalattice during the Pt nanocasting was removed by reactive
ion etching before the SEM images were collected. Within a
detection limit of 1–2%, no carbon impurities often found in
other preparative routes to 3D nanomaterials were detected by
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) in our Pt metalattices
(Fig. S4 in SM). The continuous Pt overlay film was removed

FIG. 1. Preparation of metalattices of Pt with a varying periodic-
ity. Scanning electron microscope images for 30-nm (a), (b), 75-nm
(c), (d), and 125-nm (e), (f) Pt metalattices, showing the top and
cross-section view, respectively. All images were taken on samples
with silica nanospheres left inside the samples.

afterwards, but the SiO2 spheres were left in this metamaterial
of Pt.

In Fig. 1, we show scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of the top surface and the side view of Pt metalat-
tices prepared in templates formed by silica nanospheres of
three different sizes: 30, 75, and 125 nm in diameter. The
sizes of nanospheres are checked under SEM and show a
standard deviation of up to 5 nm. In images of 30- and
75-nm metalattices, occasional intergrowth and dislocations
in the crystal of silica nanosphere can be seen. The 125-nm
metalattice, however, appears to be free from such lattice
imperfections within the field of view. The cross-sectional
images of the Pt filled template indicate that Pt is infiltrated
into the template from the top to the bottom, with the thickness
of the metalattices up to 1 µm.

We performed detailed structural and chemical character-
ization of metalattices formed in a 30-nm template. Selected
area electron diffraction reveals the as-deposited metalattices
to consist of polycrystalline Pt [Fig. 2(a)]. Scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (STEM) and high angle annular
dark field (HAADF) imaging [Fig. 2(b)] showed an inverse fcc
structure. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy mapping of Pt
[Fig. 2(c)] confirms the chemical composition of the network
shown in Fig. 2(b). Careful inspection of the high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of a 30-nm
Pt metalattice revealed parallel lattice fringes from crystalline
grains (data not shown) of a size in the range of 5–10 nm.
The HAADF-TEM image of the cross section of a 30-nm Pt
metalattice over a large length scale [Fig. 2(d)] suggests long-
range alignment of meta-atoms and their good connectivity.
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FIG. 2. Characterization of 30-nm Pt metalattices. (a) Electron-
diffraction pattern from transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
studies showing that the Pt metalattice is polycrystalline. (b) High-
angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning TEM (STEM) image of
the cross section of the Pt metalattice. (c) Energy dispersive x-ray
spectroscopy image showing uniform Pt composition in the same
area as in (b). (d) Cross-sectional TEM shows that the Pt metalattice
is well ordered over a length scale of 1 μm. (e) HAADF-STEM
tomography image of a Pt metalattice, tilted to show the 3D shape
of the tetrahedral site (TS) and octahedral site (OS). The defects
seen in this image were likely introduced by the high-energy focused
ion-beam preparation of the ultrathin sample for this paper.

Data from HAADF-STEM tomographic studies [Fig. 2(e)]
show that the Pt metalattice prepared by infiltrating a template
of 30-nm silica nanospheres is nearly void free with the
meta-atoms at tetrahedral and octahedral sites possessing their
sizes and shapes as expected in filled interconnected clusters
(Fig. S5 in SM). The linear sizes of the meta-atoms are
roughly 7 nm for tetrahedral and 13 nm for octahedral sites,
with the bowtie-shaped metabonds having a thickness of
roughly 2 nm in the thinnest part. The distance between two
neighboring octahedral and that between two tetrahedral sites
are both 26 nm, and the octahedral and tetrahedral sites are
separated by 18 nm. The occasional broken metabonds seen
in Fig. 2(e) were likely artifacts introduced by the high-energy
focused ion-beam preparation of this ultrathin sample.

Metalattices of Pt prepared with a template of 30-nm silica
nanospheres were measured down to 2 K. Our measurements
revealed metallic behavior in the temperature dependence
of the sample resistance, consistent with the expectation of
WAL. Without considering the volume of the template, the
nominal values of resistivity of the two samples at 2 K were

FIG. 3. Electrical transport measurements on the metalattice and
a film of Pt. (a) Temperature dependence of the resistivity of
30-nm Pt metalattices. The inset shows an optical image of a sample.
(b) Normalized values of magnetoresistance (MR) at fixed temper-
atures below 20 K for sample 1. (c) MR of sample 1 between 18
and 30 K. The temperatures for the curves from top to bottom
are T = 30, 28, 26, 24, 22, 20, and 18 K. All curves except that
obtained at 18 K were shifted vertically for clarity. (d) Temperature
dependence of the resistivity of a planar film of Pt. A 5-nm-thick
Ti underlay was used to promote adhesion. The substrate is Si with
300-nm thermally grown SiO2. The inset shows an optical image of
the device. (e) Values of transverse MR with the field perpendicular
to the measurement current and the plane of the film. (f) Values of
longitudinal MR with the field parallel to the measurement current.

280 µ� cm for sample 1 and 550 µ� cm for sample 2,
while the scaled values are 179 and 351 µ� cm, and the
residual resistance ratios (RRRs) are 1.77 and 1.16 for sample
1 and sample 2, respectively [Fig. 3(a)]. Taking into account
the volume of the template by introducing a scaling factor
(see SM) and using the carrier density of the bulk single-
crystal Pt [23], we found the values for the mean free path
to be 2.23 and 1.44 nm, respectively. Because of the unusual
sample geometry, it is difficult to calculate the mean free path
accurately.

In Fig. 3(b), the MR is shown to be always positive above
1 T. At low magnetic fields, however, MR was found to be
positive only below 20 K. As the temperature was raised, the
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low-field MR was found to become negative within a small
temperature window from 20 to 28 K [Fig. 3(c)]. Sample 2
was found to show very similar behavior (Fig. S6 in SM).
Negative MR can in principle come from Kondo impurities
embedded in a metal [24] or from a ferromagnetic order [25].
Bulk Pt is nearly ferromagnetic. Superparamagnetism was ob-
served in Pt nanoclusters of a size below 3.8 nm protected by
capping molecules and monodispersed Pt clusters consisting
of 13 atoms in a zeolite [2,5,26]. A general survey scan in XPS
was acquired and no Fe was detected. The Fe detection limit
in our experiment is ≈0.2 at.%. Superconducting quantum
interference device magnetometry measurements revealed no
sign of a ferromagnetic order in the Pt metalattices (data not
shown), making the Kondo effect or ferromagnetism unlikely
as an origin of the observed negative MR.

Effects of WL can lead to negative MR. As noted
above, coherent backscatterings of diffusive charge carriers
will lead to a quantum correction to the sample conduc-
tivity. Spin-orbital coupling, ferromagnetic fluctuation, and
electron-phonon scatterings will be the main sources for the
scatterings. The application of the magnetic field will add
an additional phase for the quantum interference, changing
the value of the quantum correction. Within the theory of
WL/WAL, these processes are characterized by three lengths:
Lso, the dephasing length due to spin-orbital scattering; Lϕ ,
the inelastic decoherence length due primarily to the electron-
phonon interaction; and LMF, the length characterizing scat-
tering from ferromagnetic fluctuation [1,2]. Spin-orbital cou-
pling yields positive MR while scatterings from ferromagnetic
fluctuation and electron-phonon scatterings result in negative
MR.

The vast surface area in the 30-nm Pt metalattice will
provide sufficiently large surface scattering to enhance the
spin-orbital coupling [9]. In addition, given that the sizes of
the meta-atoms are roughly 7 nm for tetrahedral and 13 nm for
octahedral sites, and sizes of the metabond down to 2 nm in
the thinnest part are below or slightly larger than the theoreti-
cally predicted threshold, 10 nm, Rashba spin-orbital coupling
will also become significant [9]. As a result, strong and posi-
tive spin-orbital contribution to MR is expected. To overcome
this enhanced positive contribution to MR so that an overall
negative value of MR can be obtained, we must examine con-
tributions from ferromagnetic fluctuation and electron-phonon
scatterings. However, as noted above, the enhancement of the
spin-orbital coupling from the presence of the vast surface
area in 30-nm metalattices of Pt is expected to suppress
ferromagnetic fluctuation, making this source of the negative
MR theoretically doubtful. Experimentally, longitudinal MR
obtained by aligning the magnetic field with the measurement
current is commonly used to gauge how important the fer-
romagnetic fluctuation is. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
align a magnetic field with the current everywhere in a meta-
lattice (Fig. S2 in SM). The above analysis suggests that the
enhanced electron-phonon scatterings from the surface, which
was predicted theoretically [9] and confirmed by the experi-
mental observation of superconductivity in Pt powders [7,8],
is the only reasonable physical origin for the observed nega-
tive MR between 20 and 28 K. The observation of the negative
MR at relatively high temperatures provides further support
of this picture as the number of phonons increases with the

increasing temperature. It is also reasonable to expect that the
negative MR disappears as the temperature increases further
because of the loss of the quantum coherence that kills the
quantum correction to the sample conductance to begin with.

Theoretical calculations for MR from WL/WAL effects in
3D systems are not nearly as readily available as those for
two-dimensional systems. However, they are in the literature
[13,14,27]. Importantly, however, all existing theories are
formulated for homogeneously disordered systems without
dealing with the dominance of the surface scattering and or-
dered voids encountered in a metalattice sample. The ordered
structure featuring strong and specific nanoscale geometrical
constraints is expected to have an effect on the WL/WAL
not found in a homogeneous system. For example, the spin-
orbital length is found to be 12 nm in one-dimensional
Pt wire [28], comparable to the lateral size of meta-atoms
(13 nm/7 nm) or the length of metabonds (18 nm between
octahedral and tetrahedral sites) in 30-nm metalattices. Such
spatial dispersion of the diffusion coefficient is not con-
sidered in existing WL/WAL theory. A detailed fit of the
theory to the magnetic field dependence of MR data was not
attempted.

As shown in Fig. 3(c), the amplitude of negative magne-
toresistivity was found to be around 2.5 × 10−3, 3.6 × 10−3,
and 1.8 × 10−3 μ� cm at 1 T at 22, 24, and 26 K, correspond-
ing to a magnetoconductivity of 11, 17, and 5.5 S m−1, respec-
tively, after taking into account the sample volume reduction
from the template—an appropriate effective thickness smaller
than the nominal thickness of the Pt/SiO2 nanosphere film
was used. Theoretical calculations on the quantum correc-
tions to magnetoresistivity taking into account both electron-
phonon scattering induced dephasing and ferromagnetic fluc-
tuation for a weakly, homogeneously disordered 3D metal
can be found in Ref. [27]. Assuming a thermal cutoff length
and other parameters that are reasonable for our metalattice
samples, we calculated the expected magnetoconductivity
curve without considering the effect of surface scatterings
(see SM). The theoretical curve is close to those we obtained
experimentally at low fields. Given that we do expect that the
quantum interference effects will be suppressed at sufficiently
high magnetic fields, our analysis does suggest not only that
the observed negative MR originates from WL/WAL effects,
but also that electron-phonon scatterings are primarily respon-
sible for the observed negative MR.

To gain additional physical insights into the observed
behavior seen in our 30-nm Pt metalattice, we prepared and
measured a reference sample of a planar film of Pt with a
thickness of 10 nm. The film was deposited by electron-gun
evaporation at room temperature. The thickness was chosen as
an average of the size of the octahedral and tetrahedral sites. A
5-nm-thick Ti underlayer was deposited on a Si substrate with
native oxide to promote adhesion. The RRR value of this Pt
film, 1.7, is very close to that of the Pt metalattice [Fig. 3(d)].
The resistivity of the 10-nm Pt film is more than one order
of magnitude lower than in the 30-nm metalattice. Note that
the use of a 5-nm-thick Ti underlayer should only reduce the
overall spin-orbital coupling of the system because of its small
Z value in comparison with that of Pt.

Only positive MR was observed in the control sample
[Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)]. Furthermore, it is seen that the transverse
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MR is slightly larger than the longitudinal one, consistent
with the expectations for a system with strong spin-orbital
coupling. It is interesting to note that negative MR has been
previously observed in ultrathin Pt films at very low temper-
atures [29]. However, these ultrathin Pt films (0.6 and 3.2 nm
thick) prepared by sputtering onto a Si substrate were very
resistive, with a value of resistance per square above 105 �,
which means that the system is beyond the weakly localized
regime, making the origin of negative MR unclear. Indeed, in
another experimental study, ultrathin films of Pt (1.2 to 2.5 nm
thick) prepared by evaporation onto a glass substrate with
resistance per square ∼103 � were found to show positive
MR [30]. The observation of the positive MR in our reference
sample suggests that the unprecedently large surface area to
volume ratio is crucial for the observation of negative MR in
30-nm metalattices.

According to classical Boltzmann transport theory, the
transverse MR obtained by aligning the magnetic field normal
to the sample current and the plane of the film of a disor-
dered conductor with one type of carriers has a quadratic
dependence on the field [31], as seen in bulk Pt [32]. Such
conventional quadratic field dependence in MR was indeed
observed in 30-nm Pt metalattices above 30 K [Fig. 3(c)
and Fig. S6 in SM]. As noted above, we found that the MR
depends linearly on magnetic field above 1 T in our 30-nm
metalattices of Pt. Interestingly, for the control sample of the
film, both field orientations were found to yield very similar
linear MR at low temperatures [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)]. These
observations suggest that the linear MR is unrelated to the
large surface area to volume ratio. We discuss some possible
physical origins of linear MR in the SM.

To summarize, results obtained from our quantum transport
studies of the metalattice of Pt down to 2 K revealed strong
effects of the large surface to area ratio on the properties of Pt
metal. The observation of positive MR at low temperature is
consistent with the theoretical expectation that the spin-orbital
coupling will be enhanced by surface scatterings, which will

in turn suppress the ferromagnetic fluctuation seen in bulk
Pt. The negative MR observed at low magnetic fields in
a narrow temperature window was attributed to the effect
of WL/WAL—the negative MR from the surface enhanced
electron-phonon scattering in Pt metalattices appeared to
dominate the positive MR from the spin-orbital scattering, as
expected theoretically.

Properties found in Pt metalattices as presented above raise
the intriguing possibility that 3D nanostructured materials
can be engineered for specific properties once appropriate
design rules are established. While surfactant or ligand-coated
nanoparticles can also be assembled into ordered 3D crystals,
they may not have desired homogeneous chemical composi-
tion. Mesoporous metals, although nanoscale confined, do not
have the structural order and periodicity characteristic of a
metalattice. The size, shape, and chemical composition of the
meta-atoms and metabonds are uniform over a length scale on
the order of millimeters, owing to the void-free infiltration of
the metal or semiconductor into the parent silica nanosphere
lattice. Combined with the vast and interestingly shaped sur-
face area, these features make metalattices a promising mate-
rial system to explore in the future. In particular, the enhanced
electron-phonon scattering will lead to an enhanced second-
order effect—the electron-phonon interaction relevant to the
occurrence of superconductivity should also be strengthened.
It remains to be seen if these Pt metalattices will exhibit
superconductivity at temperatures lower than those reached in
the present paper.
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